
Introduction

Given the globalization of crime, extradition is becoming 
increasingly important to businesses, governments and 
individuals. For example, if a criminal embezzles corporate 
assets and flees the United States, the corporation, the U.S. 
government and shareholders will all benefit from extradition. 
However, extradition could come at the cost of harming 
human rights and weakened protections for the accused. 
Accordingly, it is crucial that we have a nuanced 
understanding of extradition. 

Theory

I place extradition into an empirically based research 
program. Specifically, I adopt and modify several theories of 
Political Science and International Law to create a 
comprehensive model of extradition.. I argue that countries 
will cooperate when extradition helps their perceived 
security interests. Perceived security interests are analyzed 
on several dimensions. Cooperation is equated with signing 
extradition treaties.

Results Conclusion

Supported

Joint democracy, economic institution similarity, cultural 
similarity, joint major power, and distance are all significant 
(at the .05 level or better) and in the hypothesized direction 
Furthermore, all of these variables are robust through several 
model specifications.

Furthermore, there is support for the theory that when states 
are close geographically and when at least one is a major 
power signing becomes more appealing because there are 
increased opportunities to benefit from extradition. 

Finally, joint common law legal system is significant in the 
final model and in the model from the UN dataset.

Not	supported

Trade dependency and alliance ties are insignificant in every 
model. Additionally, Joint civil law and Joint Islamic legal 
systems also have no noticeable effect. This is also the case 
with past signature; thus, it cannot be concluded that a 
previous extradition treaty has an effect on future treaties.  
Finally, Joint autocracy is significant but in the opposite 
direction from expected.
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Table I  

Frequency of signature for selected variables 
 
Joint Democracy 
Joint Autocracy 
Similar Culture 
Major Powers 
Allies 
Common Law Systems 
Civil Law Systems 
Islamic Law Systems 

127 
5 
109 
86 
66 
28 
63 
2 

 
The maximum number of signatures is 237. 

Table II 
Coefficients, Standard Errors, and Statistical Significance 
 
                                         UN                               World Treaty Series    Combined 
Joint Democracy 
Joint Autocracy 
Similar Culture 
Economic Institutions 
Major Powers 
Allies 
Trade Dependence 
Distance 
Common Law Systems 
Civil Law Systems 
Islamic Law Systems 
Years Without Signing 
Past Signature 

 1.209 (.276) ** 
-1.975 (.729) ** 
 0.828 (.277) **        
 1.889 (.732) ** 
 1.740 (.261) **    
 0.393 (.278)  
 0.098 (.273) 
-.00009 (.00004) ** 
 0.821 (.304) ** 
-0.355 (.292)   
 Predicts failure 
 1.448 (.838) *   
 0.296 (.427)                     

 1.008 (.238) ** 
-2.153 (.594) ** 
 1.045 (.248) ** 
 1.315 (.580) **    
 1.364 (.236) ** 
 0.048 (.259) 
 0.276 (.396) 
-0001 (.00004) ** 
 0.073 (.364)  
-0.160 (.234)   
-1.026 (1.030)     
 2.746 (1.038) **    
 0.282 (.404)                   

 1.155 (.204) ** 
-2.097 (.516) ** 
 0.982 (.211) ** 
 1.417 (.516) **  
 1.372 (.200) ** 
 0.188 (.217)  
 0.030 (.248)      
-.0001 (.00004) ** 
 0.485 (.264) **      
-0.142 (.205) 
-1.140 (1.024)  
 1.749 (.630) **   
 0.446 (.285)      

Standard errors are in parenthesis. 
* p<.01, ** p<.05  

Methods

I model signing as a repeatable event because countries 
sometimes do sign more than one extradition treaty with each 
other. 

I use a Logit Model. My dependent variable is dichotomous 
and is coded 1 for any year that there is a signature. 

I control for temporal dependence. One method of doing so is 
suggested by Beck, Katz, and Tucker (1998). This method 
involves the creation of a variable for years of non-signature 
and three splines. 

Conceptual Model

Signature = f [Similar institutions (political, economic, and cultural) + similar legal
systems + geographic proximity + major power status + alliance ties + trade
interdependence + previous extradition treaty + years of no signature]

.


